End-to-end solution
Drive value and benefits
Procurement health check
Strategic analysis
and insight
Enhance procurement
practices
Sound implementation and
change management

Organisation
and Process
Design your organisational journey
to procurement best practice
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ArcBlue Organisation and Process
The ArcBlue Procurement Capability Assessment (PCA) takes your organisation
beyond the strategic. As an end-to-end solution, PCA plus (+) delivers strategic
analysis and insight, followed by sound implementation and change, to embed
enhancement and improvement to procurement practices that will really drive value
across your entire organisation.
We have developed a best in class procurement model to assess and develop your
organisations capability.

The PCA process will review the current status of procurement in the organisation and
develop recommendations for improving your procurement function, by undertaking:
Current practices review
An in-depth review of current policy,
processes and documentation to
set a baseline

Learning and Development
Development plans and training to
upskill staff

Procurement Capability

Strategic Roadmap

Using pQ, the global procurement
capability assessment tool, to
understand staffing strengths and
development requirements

Providing clear direction and
practical enhancements to
current practices
Implementation and Change

Spend and Opportunity

Aligning strategy with
deliverables and
embedding the change
within the organisation.

Analysis of expenditure and
meaningful interpretation of
data to organisational goals

The result is an assessment of each of the Procurement Excellence Dimensions, your
maturity in each space, industry benchmarking and a practical plan on how to deliver
these opportunities. ArcBlue PCA+ delivers:
Strategic insight through cleansing analysis and interpretation of procurement data
Identification of ‘performance gaps’ and opportunities for further improvement
A transformational model, aligned to organisational and procurement goals
Upskilling of staff, increasing overall procurement capability
A detailed, practical roadmap, to increase procurement capability and
improve performance
Supported implementation and change to ensure engagement and drive
benefits realisation.
TALK TO US TODAY
ArcBlue has designed PCA+ to be completely scalable to the size and needs of your
business. Each stream can work independently, or as a suite of services. Contact us
today to find the best fit for your organisation.
info@arcblue.com.au
+61 (03) 8400 4220
arcblue.com.au
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